Driving directions
from Sparti to
Drosopigi
On your way from Sparta and 4 km before you reach at Gytheio, you will find a big blue road
sign on your right, directing you to AREOPOLIS. Turn right.
Continue straight on for 8 km, where you will find on your right a big blue road sign pointing towards SKOUTARI. Turn left.
Then you drive for exactly 4,1 km, where you will find a blue road sign on your right pointing
towards DROSOPIGI. Follow that route – please note that under this big blue road sign,
low down, there is also a small white sign with the logo of “Philothea” guest house, also
pointing right.
Less than 100 meters further there is another small white “Philothea” sign, low down,
pointing right – there is also another blue road sign showing the same right direction to
DROSOPIGI village. Now you follow this route, which will take you to the top of the hill,
where the guest house is located.
After 2,5 km, you reach a point where your options are right or left. At this point there is,
straight in front of you, another white “Philothea” sign on a wooden electricity pole,
showing left, which means you continue to drive towards the top of the hill. After 2,8 km
you will arrive at the entrance of the village DROSOPIGI and you have two options: by
turning left the guest house is 200 meters or by turning right it is 300 meters
away.
If you are staying in A1 or B1 apartments on the ground floor, please follow very
slowly, the right direction and in 50 meters, you are already at the square of the village, with
the church on your left, the big tree on your right and in front of you there is the only tavern
of the village. At this point you continue your route slowly straight towards the tavern, for
20 meters and then you turn right, following the village road. In a few meters straight in
front of you, you will see another “Philothea” sign, showing left Follow that road –it is a little
bit bumpy, and in 200 meters you are in front of the Guest House, where you can park your
vehicle, in one of the open parking areas, in a position that will not block the other cars.
If you are staying in A2 or B2 apartments on the first floor, please go towards
left and in 20 meters you will see in front of you another “Philothea” sign pointing left. After
60 meters on your left hand another sign is showing right and then 50 meters in front of you
another one is showing left. Follow that narrow road for 70 meters and you will arrive at the
parking place of the Guest House.
It is suggested that, before parking, you reverse your car in, so that you can move your luggage easier into the apartment. Then follow one of the footpaths down to the Guest House.
Please do not drive in the stone path, because it is very steep.

